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INTRODUCTION
How do gender and language interact?For the past 20 years or so, linguists,
anthropologists,psychologists, sociologists, and feminist thinkers have explored many aspects of this question. There are now dozens of books and
hundredsof course offerings on gender and language (14, 20, 41, 60, 67, 92,
98, 99), specializedarticlesare found in manyjournalsand collections (15, 21,
59, 78, 87, 90, 109, 110, 115), and review articles continue to appear(8, 32,
47, 74, 76, 89). Topics treatedinclude sexist, heterosexist,andracistlanguage;
interruptions;graffiti and streetremarks;names and forms of address;politeness; tag questions;directives;motherese;children'stalk duringplay; schoolroom discourse;bilingualismand language contact;metaphors;shifts in word
meanings; the language of science, religion, and war; silence and volubility;
intonation;emotionalexpressiveness;religious and political rhetoric;sociolinguistic variation;and languagechange. This list is far from comprehensivebut
its scattersuggests an absence of theoreticalcoherencein languageand gender
studies.
Partialintegrationof the range of linguistic phenomenathat seem sensitive
to gender is sometimes attemptedby trying to explain them all in terms of a
461
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general feature of gender identities or relations. The most influential frameworks in which this has been attemptedcan be thought of as emphasizing
either gender difference or (men's) dominance.Thome & Henley (108) highlighted these two modes of explanationin theirearly anthology,Language and
Sex: Difference and Dominance, although they were ahead of their time in
proposing that difference and dominancewould probablyboth enter into explaining gender-languageinteractions.
We have organized much of our discussion arounddifference on the one
hand (especially as a componentof gender identities) and power on the other
(especially male dominanceas a componentof genderrelations).However, we
have triedto shift attentionaway from an opposition of the two and towardthe
processes through which each feeds the other to produce the concrete complexities of language as used by real people engaged in social practice.In our
second section, we discuss the separationbetween the sexes (allegedlyproducing distinctive female and male communicativecultures);there we also critically discuss sex as a determinant of social address and the resulting
orientationtoward linguistic variation and change. In our third section, we
look at accountsof male power in languageand the subordinationof women at
personal and at institutionallevels; we briefly consider other kinds of hierarchical relations, such as those across class and racial boundaries; and we
examine larger issues about language and power. But in both the second and
third sections we note some of the ways that gender difference helps create
hierarchicaland other kinds of gender relations; and we indicate how those
power relations in turn help construct "women"l,"men", and their language.
Not only are difference and dominanceboth involved in gender, but they are
also jointly constructedand prove ultimatelyinseparable.These constructions
are differentat differenttimes and places, and the constructorsare people, not
faceless abstractionslike "society." It is the mutual engagement of human
agents in a wide range of activities that creates, sustains, challenges, and
sometimes changes society and its institutions,includinggenderand language.
We aim here to encouragea view of the interactionof gender and language
thatroots each in the everyday social practicesof particularlocal communities
and sees them as jointly constructedin those practices.Thus we use our critical
reviews of others' researchprimarilyto hang flesh on the bones of a community-based practice orientation,within which we propose to think about language, about gender, and about their interactionas living social practices in
local communities.To think practicallyand look locally is to abandonseveral
assumptions common in gender and language studies: that gender can be
isolated from otheraspects of social identity and relations,that genderhas the
same meaning across communities, and that the linguistic manifestationsof
thatmeaningare also the same across communities.
To think practicallyabout gender is to focus on the historicalprocesses of
constructinggender categories and power relations:"Gender"becomes a dynamic verb. We speak of practices (and traits and activities and values) as
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"gendered"where they enter in some importantway into "gendering"people
andtheirrelations.Thatis, genderedpracticesconstructmembersof a community "as"women or "as"9men (or membersof othergendercategories),andthis
constructioncrucially also involves constructingrelationsbetween and within
each sex. Looking locally, we see thatthe same communitypracticesthathelp
constitutea particularperson as a woman may, for example, also help constitute her as "African-American"and "middle-class"and "a mother" and "a
sister"and "a neighbor"and so on. We often speak of "women"and of "men"
(or sometimes of "female"and "male"),referringto those so constituted in
their own communities.But in talkingglobally, we do not want to suggest that
gendered identities and relations have any common core "fixed" by their
(initial classificatory) link to reproductivebiology. Dichotomous sex-based
categories often (not always!) provide an easily applicable way to sort an
entire community into two non-overlappinggroups. But the content of those
categories (including the social relations within and between the groups) is
constantlybeing constitutedand in various ways transformedas the members
of that communityengage with one anotherin various practices. There is no
guaranteethat "women" (or "men") in a particularcommunity will in fact
constitute themselves as a coherent social group with distinctive common
interests. Even practices closely tied to reproductivebiology (e.g. those revolving around menstruationand the "disease" of PMS) are connected in
complex ways to other social practices (e.g. class-relatedemploymentpossibilities; see 71), thus makingit problematicto speak of "women's"position or
interestwithoutreferenceto otherfactors.
It used to be fashionableto draw a sharpdistinctionbetween sex (biology
and what it supposedly "determines"-i.e. femaleness or maleness) and gender (culturalbeliefs and norms linked to sex, often more specifically a normative conception of individualattributesassociated with sex-i.e. femininity or
masculinity).Practice-theoreticapproachesto gender make it clear, however,
that this dichotomy cannot be maintained(e.g. 22). What looks like laudable
terminologicalclarity in the service of workable analyticaldistinctions turns
out to mask intellectualconfusion.Bodies and biological processes areinextricably partof culturalhistories, affected by humaninventionsrangingfrom the
purely symbolic to the technological.It isn't thatculturessimply "interpret"or
assign "significance"as a culturaloverlay to basically biological distinctions
connectedto sex; rather,social practicesconstitutein historicallyspecific and
changing ways not only gender (and sexual) relations but also such basic
gender (and sexual) categories as "woman"and "man"and relatedcategories
such as "girl"or "lesbian"or "transsexual"or "lady"or "bitch.""Female"and
"male"label distinctions in potential sexual reproductiveroles: All cultures
known to us sort people at birth into two groups on the basis of anatomical
distinctions potentially relevant to those roles. Crucially, however, what is
made of those categoriesand how they link to other sex-relatedcategoriesand
relationsemerges only in the historicalplay of social practices,includingtheir
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link to such phenomenaas medical and technologicalchanges in reproductive
possibilities. "Defining"these variousterms is not preliminaryto but an ongoing component of developing a scholarly practice centered on questions of
gender.
Languageentersinto the social practicesthatgenderpeople and theiractivities and ideas in many different ways, developing and using category labels
like "woman"and "man"being only a small part of the story. To understand
precisely how language interacts with gender (and with other symbolic and
social phenomena)requiresthat we look locally, closely observing linguistic
and gender practices in the context of a particularcommunity's social practices. Gumperz(42) defines a speech communityas a group of speakerswho
share rules and norms for the use of a language. This definition suggests the
importanceof practicein delineatingsociolinguisticallysignificantgroupings,
but it does not directly address social relations and differentiationamong
members of a single community (though implicitly treatingdifferentiationas
revealing '"sub-"communities). Nor does it make fully explicit the role of
practicein mediatingthe relationbetween language and society.
To explore in detail how social practice and individual "place" in the
communityinterconnect,sociolinguistsneed a conceptionof a communitythat
articulatesplace with practice.We thereforeadoptLave & Wenger's notion of
the "communityof practice"(69, 116). A communityof practiceis an aggregate of people who come togetheraroundmutualengagementin an endeavor.
Ways of doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, values, power relations-in
short, practices-emerge in the course of this mutual endeavor. As a social
construct,a communityof practiceis differentfrom the traditionalcommunity,
primarilybecause it is defined simultaneouslyby its membershipand by the
practicein which that membershipengages. (This does not mean that communities of practice are necessarily egalitarianor consensual-simply that their
membershipand practicesgrow out of mutualengagement.)In addition,relations between and among communities of practice, and relations between
communities of practice and institutions,are important:Individualstypically
negotiate multiple memberships (in families, on teams, in workplaces, etc),
many of them importantfor understandingthe gender-languageinteraction.A
focus on language and gender as practicewithin communitiesof practicecan,
we think, provide a deeper understandingof how gender and language may
interactand how those interactionsmay matter.

DIFFERENCE:GENDERIDENTITIES
In thinkingaboutgender,many startby looking at sex differences.We discuss
two strands of sociolinguistic research that have emphasized differences
among speakers.One strandstartswith a view of genderdifferencesas arising
in female and male subcultures,each of which is characterizedby gendered
values and modes of interaction.These studies focus on an arrayof discourse
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LANGUAGE
phenomenaas implementationsof those values and interactionalmodes, analyzing cross-sex communicativeproblems as stemming from gender/cultural
differences in norms of appropriatediscourse. Languageis of interest simply
as part of communicativeinteraction:The largerinquiry is sociocultural,and
so language is consideredtogether with such nonverbalphenomenaas gaze
directionand posture.
The other strandcomprises more extensive researchfrom a wider range of
researchprojects.It offers, however, no fully articulatedconception of gender
and focuses on linguistic phenomenaat a structurallevel: Sex is seen as one of
several attributesdeterminingsocial addressor "place"in a community(theoretically on a par with class, race, age) and also determininga distinctive
relation to linguistic variation (e.g. pronunciationpatternsor orientationtoward standardgrammar).Genderis of interestjust because sex seems in many
instances to correlatesignificantly with linguistic variation,often interacting
with class and other components of social address:The startingpoint is linguistic variationwithin a populationand its relation to social address and to
structurallinguistic change.

Sex as the Basis of Separate (but Equal) Subcultures
As we shall see in the section on power, below, many have argued that
differences in women's and men's relations to language-both in systemic
matters,such as how vowels arepronounced,and in the dynamicsof conversational interaction-are produced by, and themselves help reproduce, male
power. At least some analysts, however, have thoughtof individualcross-sex
interactionsas plagued by misunderstandingsthat cannot be explained adequately in terms of the man's control or the woman's submission. According
to these researchers,such misunderstandingsseem ratherto reflect prevalent
gender differences in preferredcommunicativestyles and interactionalstrategies.
Gumperzand colleagues (43) have explained certain problematicinteractions and social tension in encountersbetween members of different social
groups as arising from unrecognized differences in the communicationpatternsthose social groupsfavor. Originallyappliedto differentethnic, national,
and regional groups,this model was extendedto tensions between women and
men by Maltz & Borker (70), who proposed that norms of friendly peer
conversationare learned mainly in single-sex preadolescentpeer groups, and
that these norms are radically differentfor females and males, yet essentially
the same within each sex across many different local communities. Adult
women and men, then, may unwittinglybring differentnorms to their interactions, each assuming that the other is flouting establishednorms ratherthan
adheringto a differentbut equally valid set: She assumes he means what she
would mean by making (or not making) a particularconversationalmove,
whereashis intendedimportis different;and he likewise misjudgesher contributions to their exchange. The intended analogue is the young American
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woman respondingwith indignationto the Britishhotel clerk's "shallI knock
you up in the morning,"hearinga sexual propositionwhere wake-upservice is
being offered. Although this model does not account for why boys and girls
develop differentculturesalong the same lines in distinctlocal communities,it
implies that gender practices in the wider society (e.g. the United States) are
the key.
Tannen(105) elaboratesthe Maltz-Borkerpicture,expandingconsiderably
on the culturalmodels of male and female conversationalpractice. Although
the general two-culturemodel does not in itself dictatea particular"essentialist" conception of how female interactionalnormsmight differ from male, the
model has in fact been coupled with a currentlypopularview of "women's"
and "men's" ways of thinking and behaving (5, 35). The claim is that women
emphasize connection with others, avoiding overt confrontationsand direct
disagreement,seeking empathyand understandingratherthan guidance from
their conversationalpartners,offering intimacy, suggesting or asking rather
than directingor telling, preferringthe tete-a'-teteto talk in largergroups;boys
continue boyish patternsof self-assertioninto manhood, competing with one
another to establish their individual claims to hierarchicalstatus, proferring
instructionratherthan tea or sympathy,displayingtheir own ideas and claims
for others to confirm but also engaging with relish in defending them against
expected attacksof the sort they themselves frequentlylaunch, seeking large
audiences and avoiding showing themselves as vulnerable.Neither male nor
female is culpable for misunderstandingsand disappointmentsin cross-sex
interaction, since each is simply continuing in the track established in the
innocence of childhood. Where much work on language and gender ignores
male behaviorby treatingit as a neutralnormfrom which women deviate, this
work has the great merit of trying to account for men's behavior as well as
women's. It also has the merit of recognizing that women are not defined
simply in terms of theirrelationto men and that women may actively espouse
values and pursuegoals not set for them by men. The stereotypesare familiar,
but they paint a much more positive view of the "female" subcultureand
sometimes a less flatteringview of the "male"thanmay have been traditional.
Whathas seemed to many the most interestingconsequenceof the dual-culture model-namely, that cross-sex communicativeproblems derive from inadequateknowledge of interactionalnorms in the "other"culture-seems to
suppose thatpeople ignore all but the interactionalpossibilities predominantin
their own gender-specificsubculturesand make no real interactionalchoices,
simply acting as passive sponges who soak up genderedidentities.We do not
deny that sex separationin childhood may result in gendering some adult
interests,strategies,and social values, that such gender differentiationmay go
unnoticed, or that ignorance of it may cause misunderstandings.But the emphasis on separationand resulting ignorance misses people's active engagement in the reproductionof or resistance to gender arrangementsin their
communities. For example, indirect requests are a familiar interactionalre-
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source in many communitiesof practice.Every English speakerknows that an
interrogativesuch as "do you think you can finish this by tomorrow?"can
function as a polite request or a sugar-coatedcommand, as well as a genuine
information-seekingquestion. The misinterpretationof requests-masquerading-as-questionsis likewise availableto all speakersas a strategyof resistance:
The child's "Not really, mom" in response to her "Wouldyou like to set the
table?" tries to read mom's directive literally, thus forcing her to display
openly her actual coercive authority.When a man reads a woman's "no" as
of the female style as different
"yes"he actively exploits his "understanding"
from his own-as being indirect ratherthan straightforward.His reading is
possible not because his subculturetaught him to encourage and welcome
sexual advances by feigning their rejection;rather,he tells himself that such
coyness is part of "femininity,"a mode of being he views as significantly
different from his own. The dual-cultureapproachposits the speakers' mistaken belief in shared norms and symbols. Gender relations in many actual
communitiesof practicefamiliarto us, however, are often founded on (possibly mistaken) presuppositionsnot of sameness but of difference ("womanthe eternalmystery").By taking separationas given, theoristsignore the place
of this separationin the practice of the wider community. In fact, both real
differencesand the belief in differences serve as interactionalresourcesin the
reproductionof gender arrangements,of oppression, and of more positive
liaisons.
The commonestcriticismof the dual-culturemodel is that it ignores power
(41, 48, 97). Whereinterpretationsare disputed,whose culturalnormsprevail?
Dominance relationsbetween cultureshave indeed received little attentionin
Gumperz-styleanalyses of communicativeconflict. But the dual-culturetheory can certainly accommodatepower asymmetries.The theory might well
predictthat those in the subordinatedculturewould be more likely to "understand"the interactivedialect of their oppressorsthan vice versa, on the direct
analogy to the position of those who speak stigmatizedvernacularsor minority
languages (Black English Vernacularor Spanishin New York City, for example). But the appeal of the theory is that it minimizes blame for cross-cultural
tensions for both the dominatingand the dominatedgroup:There is no more
agency (and hence no more responsibility)in becoming an interrupterrather
than a "good listener"than there is in becoming a speakerof Quechuarather
than English. To deny agency and assume interactionaldifficulties arise simply from insufficient knowledge of differences is to preclude the possibility
that people sometimesuse differences(andbeliefs about differences) strategically in constructingtheir social relations.In other words, dual-culturetheory
cannot recognize, let alone explain, strategic appeals to (real or perceived)
differences.Yet strategicappealsto differencein constructinggenderrelations
are apparentfrom even casual observationof social practice:Carefulexamination of unsatisfactorysocial relations in cases where cultural separationis
more pervasive (e.g. different racial groups) may well also show uses of
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difference (or beliefs about it) in constructingdominanceand otherrelations.
The dual-culturetheorists are right in insisting on the importanceof interactional devices in gender relations,but their "no-fault"analysis makes it virtually impossible to see how gender differences in interactionalstrategies are
constructedand how interactionalstrategies(more precisely, strategists)construct gender relations from a repertoireof similarities and differences and
ideas aboutthem.

Sex as Social Address
Sociolinguists workingin the quantitativeparadigmpioneeredby Labov have
found significant correlations within geographic communities between linguistic variables and speakers' demographiccharacteristics-socioeconomic
class, race, age, and sex (65, 114). The most striking findings concern
phonological variation. Variationistshave garnered empirical data that describe the spreadof patternedsound shifts throughand between communities.
Regular, systematic sound change appearsto enter communitiesthroughthe
speech of the locally oriented working- and lower-middle-class population,
and then to move upwardsthroughthe socioeconomic hierarchy.People tend
to develop and regulate their linguistic repertoirethrough contact with language used by those they speak with regularly. Thus the partial separation
between classes, racialgroups,and generations-the relativelyinfrequentcontact across these social boundaries-seems to affect linguistic change much as
physical and political divisions do. Social addresses, however, are not all
equal. In a sense, variationistsconsider gender precisely because sex differences in variationemerge even in communities where the sexes are not systematically separatedthe way socioeconomic or racial groups are. Some such
differences may result from differentkinds of contact outside the home community-contacts that might significantlyaffect exposure to standarddialects
or to vernacularvarieties not heard at home (9, 62). Because most gender
differences in variationcannot be explained in this way, however, sociolinguists have reasoned thus about gender identity: If it isn't separationthat
differentiatesthe sexes in their linguistic behaviorthen it must be some aspect
of the distinctive content of their gendered personalities or social positions.
Differences in the use of linguistic variables, then, reflect sex-based differences in social practice.
Variationstudies have used correlationsto determinethe role of linguistic
variables in social practice. Sociolinguistic variables are seen as passive
"markers"of the speaker'splace in the social grid (particularlyin the socioeconomic hierarchy). Correlationof a linguistic variable (or a certain frequency of its use) with a demographiccategory gives a rudimentarysocial
meaning to that variable within the community:The variable "means"membershipin the demographicgroup correlatedwith its use. Speakersare seen as
making strategicuse of sociolinguisticmarkersin orderto affirmmembership
in their own social group, or to claim membershipin other groups to which
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they aspire.Accordingto this idea working-classspeakersuse local vernacular
variablesto claim the local goods and services due authenticallylocal people
(64); the hypercorrectpatternsin the formal speech of the lower middle class
assert membershipin the middle class (66). Variablesthat women use more
than men throughoutdifferentstrataof a communitysignal female identity in
that community (49), and men who rarely use those variablesthereby signal
their male identity (45, 62). In all these cases, identity, interpretedin terms of
place in the social grid, is seen as given, and manipulationof the linguistic
repertoireis seen as makingclaims aboutthese given identities.
Analysts have, however, recognizedlinguistic variationas doing more than
just markinggroup membership.The fact that the middle class is more resistant to phonological change than the working class has been attributedto the
nature of class-based participationin the marketplace(93), and class differences in variation have been attributedto class-based differences in social
networkstructure(80). A variety of patternsof variationhave been associated
with social network and local orientation(63, 66, 106). Nichols (83) found
linguistic behavior among women differentiatedby whether or not they had
access to the marketplace(in the sense of opportunitiesfor paid work); the
different forms of women's and men's participationin the marketplaceaccounted for language differences across gender boundaries(teaching school
requiresgreateradherenceto standardlanguagenormsthanconstructionwork,
for example). Milroy (80) has found complex relations between linguistic
differences among women and market-relateddifferences in their social network structure(whether,for example, coworkersare also neighborsor kin).
Although explanationsof language variationare becoming more sophisticated as ethnographicstudies provide more richly textureddata and analyses,
the relationsbetween variationand social practice,and between variationand
gender,requirefurtherelucidation.Findingpractice-basedexplanationsof sex
correlationswill requirea significant leap beyond the correlationaland classbased modes of explanationused so far. Explanationsthat do recognize the
contributionsof practiceto variationhave typically triedto inferpsychological
dynamicsfrom correlationsratherthanfrom observationsof genderdynamics
in the communitiesfrom which the correlationshave been extracted.Speakers
who use languagepatternsthat mark (i.e. that are statisticallyassociatedwith)
the social stratum above their own are characterizedas upwardly mobile,
prestige oriented,and/orinsecure. Such correlationalinterpretationof linguistic variablesinvolves a certain circularity.For example, a numberof studies
find that women make greateruse than men of historicallyconservativevariants. These variantshave been interpretedas prestige markers,and women's
greateruse of them has been said to reflect status consciousness or prestige
orientation.But no independentevidence is offered that the patternsin question have (only) the social meaning analysts have assigned on a correlational
basis. How they figure in the social practiceof the women and men using them
has not been examined in detail. When other correlationshave emerged in
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which women have made greateruse of historically innovative variantsthan
men, these innovative variantshave also been interpretedas prestige markers,
maintaining the characterizationof women as prestige oriented (62, 113).
What is at issue is not whetherwomen in a particularcommunityare or are not
upwardlymobile or status conscious. Our methodologicalpoint is ratherthat
the social meaningsof linguistic variablescannotbe ascertainedmerely on the
basis of the social address of those who use them most frequently.Nor are
linguistic variablesunambiguous(13, 16). A variableacquiresmultiplemeanings throughthe uses made of it in communitiesof practice.In this respectit is
like other informationallyrich symbols (cf the discussion of indirectrequests
above, p. 467, and of tag questions and rising intonations on declaratives
below, p. 478).

A Community-Based-PracticeView of Difference
What many of the studies cited above have found are tendencies toward
gender-differentiated
practicethathave implicationsfor language. It is important to rememberthat statementslike "women emphasize connection in their
talk whereas men seek status" are statistical generalizations.We must take
care not to infer from such unmodifiedclaims about "women"and "men"that
individuals who don't fit the generalizationare deviants from some "normative" gender model. This is especially true when women and men are characterized as "different"from one anotheron a particulardimension. If gender
resides in difference,what explains the tremendousvariabilitywe see in actual
behaviorwithinsex categories?Is this variabilitystatisticalnoise in a basically
dichotomous gender system? Or are differences among men and among
women also importantaspects of gender?Tomboys and goody-goodies, homemakersand careerwomen, body builders and fashion models, secretariesand
executives, basketballcoaches and French teachers, professors and students,
mothers and daughters-these are all categories of girls and women whose
mutualdifferencesare partof their constructionof themselves and each other
as genderedbeings. When femaleness and maleness are differentiatedin terms
of such attributesas power, ambition, physical coordination,rebelliousness,
caring, or docility, the role of these attributesin creatingand texturingimportant differencesamong very female identitiesand very male identitiestends to
become invisible. Analysts all too often slide from statisticalgeneralizationsto
quasi-definitionalor prototypicalcharacterizationsof "women"and of "men,"
thus inaccuratelyhomogenizingboth categories and marginalizingthose who
do not matchthe prototypes.
The point here is not that statisticalgeneralizationsabout the females and
the males in a particularcommunityareautomaticallysuspect.But to stop with
such generalizationsor to see finding such "differences"as the majorgoal of
investigations of gender and language is problematic. Correlationssimply
indicate areas where furtherinvestigation might shed light on the linguistic
and other practices that enter into gender dynamics in a community. An
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emphasis on differenceas constitutiveof gender draws attentionaway from a
more serious investigationof the relationsamong language,gender, and other
componentsof social identity.Gendercan be thoughtof as a sex-based way of
experiencing other social attributessuch as class, ethnicity, or age (and also
less obviously social qualities like ambition, athleticism,musicality, and the
like). To examine gender independentlyas if it were just "addedon" to such
other aspects of identity is to miss its significance and force. Certainly to
interpretbroad sex patternsin languageuse without consideringother aspects
of social identityandrelationsis to paintwith one eye closed. Speakersare not
assembledout of independentmodules:partEuropeanAmerican,partfemale,
partmiddle-aged,partfeminist, partintellectual.
Abstractinggender from other aspects of social identity also leads to prematuregeneralizationeven about "normative"conceptions of femaleness and
maleness. While neither of the two strands of research discussed above is
theoreticallycommittedto a "universalizing"conceptionof women or of men,
researchin both has tended to take gender identity as given, at least in broad
strokesat a global level. Althoughmany of the most audiblevoices in both the
dual-cultureand the social-addresstraditionshave indicated clearly that the
particularcontent of gender identities is variable cross-culturally,they have
nonetheless spoken of "women"and of "men"in ways thatunderplaynot only
cross-culturaldifferencesbut also the variabilitywithin each genderclass for a
given culture,much of which is highly structuredsocially. The strongtemptation (one we have sometimes succumbedto ourselves) is to apply theoretical
accountsof genderdifferenceglobally to women and men.
The portrayalof women as self-effacing, indirect, and particularlyconcerned with connection derives from researchon the Americanwhite middle
class. Drawing on contrastswith Samoa, Ochs (85) suggests that this "mainstream"Americanstereotypeof women's speech owes much to child-centered
motheringpractices.Tannen's researchon interactionsbetween ethnicity and
preferencefor directness(102) casts doubt on a simple relationbetween gender and indirection,and AfricanAmericanwomen have also protestedunwarrantedassumptionsthat directnesscontradictsuniversalnorms of womanhood
(81). One might still maintainthat most women are less direct than most men
in each of these local communities,but researchin Madagascarshowing most
women as direct and most men as indirect (56) contradictseven this weak
version of the generalization.Lakoff (68) proposes that women's linguistic
patterns,whateverthey may be, will be seen as somehow improper;but this is
a generalizationabout evaluation, not linguistic behavior. Once we raise the
question of just who might "see" women's language as deficient, a question
that Lakoff ignores by using agentless passives and faceless abstractionslike
"theculture,"it becomes apparentthat in few communitieswill evaluationsof
women's (or of men's) speech be completely uniform.Not only may people
recognize diversity among women and among men in their ways of speaking;
one person may celebratethe very same gendered stereotypeanotherdepre-
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cates. There may be statisticallysignificantcorrelationsbetween sex and preferredinteractionalstyles and normsthathold across differentcommunitiesof
practice,relatedto one anothervia their orientationto common structuresand
institutions(e.g. to a national state, mass media, educationalsystems). Some
correlationsmay even hold globally (though only a wide range of detailed
local studies could establish these). But such observationswould not demonstrate that gender can be isolated from other dimensions of social life, as
having some "essence"to be abstractedfrom the variedsociohistoricalcircumstances in which people become "women"and "men."
Ratherthan try to abstractgender from social practice,we need to focus on
genderin its full complexity:how genderis constructedin social practice,and
how this constructionintertwineswith thatof othercomponentsof identityand
difference, and of language. This requires studying how people negotiate
meanings in and among the specific communities of practice to which they
belong.
What, then, is the relationbetween gender differences and communitiesof
practice?People's access and exposure to, need for, and interest in different
communities of practice are related to such things as their class, age, and
ethnicity, as well as to their sex. Working-classpeople are more likely than
middle-class people to be members of unions, bowling teams, and close-knit
neighborhoods.Upper-middle-classpeople are more likely thanworking-class
people to be members of tennis clubs, orchestras,and professional organizations. Men are more likely than women to be members of football teams,
armies, and boards of directors. Women are more likely to be members of
secretarialpools, aerobics classes, and consciousness raising groups. These
aspects of membershipcombine in complex ways. For example, associated
with differences in age, class, and ethnicity are differences in the extent to
which the sexes belong to different communities of practice. And different
people-for a variety of reasons-will articulatetheir multiple memberships
differently. A female executive living in a male-dominatedhousehold will
have difficulty articulatingher membershipin her domestic and professional
communities of practice; a male executive "head of household" will likely
have no such trouble.A lesbian lawyer "closeted"within the legal community
may also belong to a "women's" communitywhose membershipdefines itself
in opposition to the largerheterosexualworld. The woman who scrubstoilets
in the households of these two women may be a respected lay leader in her
local church,facing still anotherset of tensions in negotiatingmultiple memberships. Gender is also reproducedin differentialforms of participationin
particularcommunities of practice.Women tend to be subordinateto men in
the workplace;women in the military do not engage in combat; and in the
academy, most theoreticaldisciplines are overwhelminglymale, with women
concentrated in descriptive and applied work that "supports"theorizing.
Women and men may also participatedifferentlyin single-sex communitiesof
practice. For example, if all-women's groups do in fact tend to be more
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egalitarian than all-men's groups, as some current literature claims, then
women's and men's forms of participationin such groups will differ. Relations within same-sex groups will, of course, be relatedin turnto the place of
such groups in the larger society. Only recently, for example, have women's
sports begun to receive significant recognition, and men's sports continue to
involve far greater visibility, power, and authority. This articulationwith
power outside the team in turn translatesinto differentpossibilities for relations within. Further,the relations among communitiesof practicewhen they
come together in overarchingcommunitiesof practice also reproducegender
arrangements.For example,the relationbetween male varsity sportsteams and
cheerleadingsquads illustratesa more general patternof men's organizations
and women's auxiliaries.Umbrella communities of this kind do not offer all
members the same status. When several families get togetherfor a meal and
the women team up to do the serving and cleaning up while the men watch
football, gender differentiation(including differentiationin language use) is
being reproducedwithin the family on an institutionallevel.
The individual's development of gender identity within a community of
practice [e.g. the Philadelphianeighborhoodof working class African American families Goodwin (38, 39, 40) describes]is inseparablefrom the continual
constructionof genderwithin that communityof practice,and from the ongoing constructionof class, race, and local identities.Nor can it be isolated from
that same individual's participationand construction of gender identity in
othercommunitiesof practice(e.g. her "scholastic-track"class in an integrated
school outside the neighborhood).Speakersdevelop linguistic patternsas they
act in their variouscommunities.Sociolinguistshave tendedto see this process
as one of acquisitionof somethingrelatively "fixed."Like social identity, the
symbolic value of a linguistic form is taken as given, and the speakersimply
learnsit and uses it eithermechanicallyor strategically.But in practice,social
meaning, social identity, community membership,and the symbolic value of
linguistic form are constantlyand mutuallyconstructed.(Indeedthe variationists' circularconstructionof the social meaningof variablescan be seen as part
of this process.) And the relationbetween gender and language resides in the
modes of participationavailableto various individualswithin variouscommunities of practice as a direct or indirect function of gender. These modes of
participationdeterminenot only the development of particularstrategies of
performanceand interpretation,but more generally access to meaning and to
meaning-makingrights.
People use the attributionof difference to construct social hierarchies.In
hierarchies,dominantcommunitymembersattributedeviance only to subordinates;their own distinctivepropertiesthey considerunremarkable-the norm.
Even if subordinatemembers are not seen explicitly as deficient, they are
disadvantagedby this process of nonreciprocaldifference attributionbecause
social practicesand institutionsfavorthe interestsof "normal"participants(6).
Many of the studies reviewed here offer evidence elucidatingthe power dy-
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namics of genderdifferencesin languageuse. Not all of the authorscited note
this aspectof the phenomenathey discuss, but recastingtheirwork within such
a frameworkgives us a rich pictureof the dynamicsof linguistic power.

POWER:GENDERRELATIONS
Power is not all that connects gender identities to gender relations (consider,
for example, intimacy and desire). Differences between and within gender
groups can support collaborative efforts in community endeavors, dividing
labor and drawing on multiple talents (72), and can function in structuring
desire (and not only heterosexualdesire; see 61). But interest in power has
been the engine driving most research on language and gender, motivated
partlyby the desire to understandmale dominanceand partlyby the desire to
dismantleit (sometimes along with othersocial inequalities).
Janus-like,power in languagewears two faces. First,it is situatedin and fed
by individualagency; situatedpower resides primarilyin face-to-faceinteractions but also in other concrete activities like readingor going to the movies.
Second, it is historicallyconstitutedand responsive to the community's coordinated endeavors; social historical power resides in the relation of situated
interactionto other situations,social activities, and institutionalizedsocial and
linguistic practices.This dualityof power in languagederivesdirectlyfrom the
duality of social practice:Individualagents plan and interpretsituatedactions
and activities, but their planning and interpretationrely on a social history of
negotiating coordinated interpretationsand normative expectations (and in
turnfeed into thathistory).And the dualityof social practiceis directlylinked
to the duality of meaning. What speakers"mean"in their situatedutterances
and how their interlocutorsinterpretthem is the situatedface of meaning;its
historicalcommunityface involves the linguistic system(s) with conventionalized meaningsand usage normsto which utterancemeaningsare oriented.The
real power of language, its social and intellectualvalue, is found in the interplay between these two aspects of meaning and in the room for development
affordedby the adaptabilityof conventions (e.g. indirection,irony, metaphor,
pervasive vagueness, and ambiguity).
The overwhelmingtendency in language and gender researchhas been to
emphasize either speakers and their social relations (e.g. women's disadvantages in conversation) or the meanings and norms encoded in the linguistic
systems and practices historically available to them (such sexist patternsas
conflating generic human with masculine in forms like "he" or "man").But
linguistic forms have no power except as given in people's mouthsand ears (or
via othermedia);talk aboutmeaningthatleaves out the people who mean is at
best limited. We begin by looking at power in situated interactions, then
expand the discussion to include more explicit considerationsof the community's attemptedcoordinationof symbolic practices (and control of their potential power). We emphasize the existence of alternativesto androcentric
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world views and practices, moving finally to consideration of power and
genderdynamicsand change in communitiesof practice.

InteractionalReproductionof Genderand Male Power
Lakoff blazed new ground some 20 years ago by hypothesizing that gender
differencein the use of English among mainstreamwhite middle-classAmericans helped maintainmale dominance (67). She followed a long traditionin
characterizing"women's language"as differentfrom the standardset by men
in being polite, tentative,indirect,imprecise, noncommital,deferential,closer
to norms of grammatical"correctness"and less colloquial, emotionally expressive but euphemistic,and so on. However, she departedradicallyfrom the
misogynistic traditionthat gave rise to such stereotypesby arguing that this
sort of speech was forced on girls and women as the price of social approval
for being appropriately"feminine."At the same time, she saw women's language as keeping them from becoming effective communicatorsin positions
where they might act as independent and nonsubordinateagents. Although
challenges have been mounted to many of Lakoff's proposed formal characterizations of "women's language" and to the functions (and hence "meanings") she assigns to those forms, her ideas have been importantin suggesting
that genderized language use might figure in reproducingmen's advantage
over women at both personaland institutionallevels.
Lakoff's early work prompted analysts to consider how language might
connect to men's dominancein the professionsand public life. She arguedthat
norms of conversationalinteractionoperative in mainstreamAmerican middle-class communitiesput a woman speakerin a double bind. Behavior that
satisfies what is expected of her as a woman disqualifies her in the marketplace: To speak "as a woman"is to speak "as an underling";and authoritative
speech is, accordingto Lakoff, incompatiblewith culturalnormsof femininity.
Lakoff also proposedthat linguistic conventions put women at an expressive
disadvantageby encoding an androcentric(more specifically a misogynistic)
perspective on women themselves. Lakoff not only noted explicitly insulting
terms for referringto and addressing women, but also used linguistic techniques to highlight the problematicassumptionsthat underliethe widespread
use of such apparentlyinnocentwords as "lady"and "girl."
Impressed by the suggestion that institutionalizedmale power might be
instantiatedin everyday linguistic exchanges, investigatorsbegan in the mid1970s to look at such exchanges as potential arenas of sexual politics. A
varietyof approacheswere takento investigatinginstitutionalizedmale power
in interactions.One was to test gender stereotypes-particularly to assess the
empirical evidence on the portrayals of gendered speech in the scholarly
literatureon language and gender (23, 25). Another kind of study granted
(provisionally)the accuracy of stereotypicalcharacterizationsof the form of
gendered speech but then reanalyzed the functions of those forms, seeing
"women's" interactionalmoves in cross-sex contexts as resisting or coping
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with the dominance embodied in "men's" moves and as sometimes having
other functions as well (29, 73). These studies, too, sought to efface the
misogynist underpinningsof many prevalentbeliefs about gender differences
in language.A differentbut relatedstrategyhas been to examine interactionin
single-sex groups,often in orderto explore the possible dimensionsof genderspecific verbalcultures[55; a studyby Goodwin (38) has been widely cited as
evidence for separateculturesbut is not understoodas such by its author].The
emphasis of all these efforts has been on women's language, since an importantmotivationof the work was to attackcasual (and often demeaning)female
stereotypes.Of course, these scholars also wanted to compensatefor the fact
thatmuch sociolinguisticinvestigationhad ignoredwomen's languageuse.
One stereotype to come under empirical scrutiny early was that of the
talkative woman. Swacker (100) showed that, given the task of describing a
picture, the college men in her study talked far longer than the women and
tendedalso to make more positive (if incorrect)statements;women were more
tentativein the face of insufficient information.These intriguingresults raise
questions about how the men and women interpretedtheir obligations and
rights in the context of the task. There are clearly situationsin which men are
expected and licensed to talk more, and others in which women are; and men
and women have differential rights and obligations to talk about particular
topics. There is not likely to be a simple relationbetween amountof talk and
gender, or for that matter between amount of talk and power. There are
enormousculturaldifferencesin the relationshipbetween power/authorityand
verbosity (1, 8, 95).
Swacker's speakerswere performingsolo, doing what was asked of them
without threatof competitionor benefit of cooperation.Conversationalinteractions offer other complications,interruptionsbeing one importantfocus for
exploring gender and power in language use. Early studies found that men
interruptmore thanwomen (in same-sex andin cross-sex interactions)and that
women get interruptedmore than men (36, 117, 118, 120); similarpatternsof
dominantinterruptersseemed to emerge in asymmetriesof parent-childand
doctor-patientinteraction.Recent reviews of research on sex differences in
amountof speech andon interruptionsand overlappingspeech show, however,
that mattersare considerablymore complicated (53, 54, 101, 104) than such
observations might suggest. First of all, identification of interruptionsthat
usurpothers' speakingrights creates serious analyticalproblems;overlapsand
speakerchanges interpretedas disruptiveinterruptionsare formally no different from those that function as supportivedevices in conversation.Furthermore, conversationalturn-takingnorms and behavior are not the same in all
regional or ethnic groups or situations, and investigation in a variety of settings does not give a clearpictureof connectionsbetween genderandinterruptions even for middle-class whites. Edelsky (28) and Coates (19) found
women in certain informal situationsregularlyoverlappingtheir speech, and
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Kalcik's study of women's rap groups (55) notes continual collaborationin
topic developmentas supportedby overlapsand mutualsentencecompletion.
In addition,controlis not always a matterof monopolizing "air-time"or of
otherforms of overt bullying.Controlcan be exercisedthroughrefusingto talk
(29, 51, 58) or throughmaking someone else talk (17). An individual's conversationalcontributionis evaluted in retrospect,and inasmuch as silence can
signal the inappropriatenessor unsatisfactorinessof the precedingturn,it can
be a powerful tool for devaluingcontributions.In the same way, an individual
may continue to provide talk in orderto fill in the threateningsilence offered
by the interlocutor.Such talk may then be evaluated-by both parties-as idle
chatter.The potentialfor devaluationof women's contributions(by both men
and women) underthese circumstancesis tremendous.This interactionalconstructionof the worthof what is said, of the weightiness of differentspeakers'
words for ongoing community-widepurposes,contributesto the development
and maintenanceof a community history. Such a history tends to reproduce
androcentricvalues in its ongoing conventions and norms-in familiar messages and in the unexaminedassumptionsthat hide in the historicallyconstituted backgroundsagainst which discourses unfold within the community.A
contributornot accordedattentionand respect will find her capacity reduced
for full participationin the social elaborationof thought, meaning, and community values. The cycle may be vicious in even subtler ways. Strategies
undertakenin recognition of situationaldisadvantageoften additionallyconvey recognition (and at least apparentacceptance) of subordination.Faced
with less than energetic participationfrom the interlocutor,for example, a
person may well employ compensatorylinguistic strategies to establish the
rightto talk. Fishman's (29) study of several graduatestudentcouples showed
women having considerabledifficulty introducingtopics and startingconversations with their male partners.They fell back on such strategies as the
opening questions that children use to get the floor-"Do you know what?"
Announcingperceivedlack of entitlementin this way ultimatelyconfirmsboth
partnersin their views of the locus of control.As O'Barr& Atkins (84) noted,
powerless strategiesreproducepowerlessness, signaling the lack of authority
(andpresumptivevalue in the community)of theirusers.
Pointingto the fact thatdevaluationand limited authoritytend to reproduce
themselves must not be seen as "blamingthe victim"for interactionalfailures
but as showing how dominance can be exercised in the absence of overt
coercion. The cycle for a woman may start with social devaluation of her
speech, and that devaluationmay handicapher capacity for effective speech
even where interlocutorsmight be disposed to treather as a valued colleague
in common enterprises.(Such dispositions are hardlycommonplace.)Women
and men may utterthe same linguistic form but not be able to accomplish the
same things by doing so because both men and women presume the lesser
value of women's contributionsto communityendeavors.The power lies not
in the forms themselves but in the complex web that connects those forms to
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those who utter and interpretthem and their kinds of membership in the
community of practice in which the utteranceoccurs. Two linguistic forms
have been highlighted as evidence of women's interactive insecurity-tag
questions ("We shouldleave, shouldn'twe?") and rising "question"intonation
in declarativesentences ("My name is Lee?").It was early recognized thatthe
tag form could carry an intonation that seemed more nearly coercive than
insecure or deferential;early quantitativestudies of tag questions (23, 25) did
not directly examine whether the forms they counted encoded tentativeness
and insecurity,however,but concentratedon whetheror not they characterized
women's speech "in general,"finding differentsex correlationsin quite different situations.However,it has been pointedout (17) that,even keeping intonation constant, tag questions can be heard in exactly the same conversational
setting as either deferentialor threatening,dependingon relations among the
participantsand the activities in which they are engaged. Similar comments
have been made aboutinterpretationof rising intonationsin contexts of assertion. Guy et al (45) provide quantitativeevidence that Australianwomen use
more rising intonationsthanmen do overall, and suggest that this is a result of
women's tentativeness.In an ethnographicstudy, McLemore(79) showed that
rising intonation could be a powerful strategy within a Texas sorority;one
speakerreported,however, that she would never use such an intonationin a
male-dominatedsituation,because there it would sound "weak."Even within
the sorority, the power of the rise correlatedwith its user's social position
(pledges, for example, sounded "weak"when using repeatedrises). This leads
us to the more general observationthat speech strategiesare evaluatedin the
context of the identities of the participantsand their statusin specific interactions. The same languagemay be interpreteddifferently,for example, depending on whetherit is used by a man or a woman. As Lakoff has pointed out, a
woman using the same powerful language strategiesas a man might well be
evaluated as more aggressive than the man. Conversely, language strategies
that are heardas powerfulwhen used by a man (e.g. slow, measureddelivery)
may well not be heardas such when employed by a woman.

Alternativeand ChangingNorms and Conventions
It can be discouragingto survey the ways women's linguistic "differences"
from men can disadvantagewomen as agentsreshapingthe linguistic normsof
theircommunities.However, we have many indicationsthatthis situationcan
be challenged successfully. Male "control"in situatedinteractionsand in the
course of shaping evolving communitynorms is at best partialand certainly
not monolithic. Both women and men have complex arraysof "interests"to
furtherthroughtheir actions and have ambivalentconnections to community
endeavors.
Some of the studies cited above emphasize women's agency, their active
participationin interactions.In addition,a numberof researchers(re)examining women's participationin linguistic practicesfind this active agency impor-
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tant not just for the individualagents but for developing socially viable countercurrentsand giving alternativemeanings to linguistic strategiesand forms.
Although some "coping"practicesultimatelyhelp maintainexisting inequities
(simply making them more "bearable"for the oppressed), other countercurrents have more potentialfor transformingcommunities.
Politeness, for example, is often associated with women's language use.
Researchershave tendedto see politeness as eitherpassive enforceddeference
(e.g. 67) or willful "prissy"avoidanceof real social engagement(for an early
critiqueof this view see 2). As noted above in the discussion of variationand
adherenceto "standardlanguage"norms, women's alleged "correctness"can
also be viewed as evidence that they are repressedprigs (the "schoolmarm"
image) or timid and unimaginativeshrinkingviolets. Alternativefunctional
characterizationsmay be somewhatmore positive, linking women's politeness
and correctnessto their nurturingroles and to the educative and "civilizing"
functionsthey often serve.
Quite differentinterpretationshave seen these same "women's"linguistic
features arising as (partial) strategic solutions to the problems posed for
women by their social oppression. Trudgill (113) proposed that women's
relative phonological conservatism in Norwich England reflects a symbolic
compensation for a lack of access to the marketplace.Eckert (26, 27) has
expanded on this view, arguing that women are constrainedin a variety of
ways to accumulatesymbolic capitalmore generally.Deuchar(24) has argued,
furthermore,thatwhere women's languageis more standardthanmen's it may
serve to defend them against accusations of stupidity or ignorance, thus increasingthe likelihood thatthey will be recognized as agents capablenot only
of communicatingbut also of creatingmeanings, as not only consumersbut
also producersof symbols. Speculationslike these gain supportfrom observations of such "women's language"featuresas politeness and "correctness"in
the context of communitypractice.
Community-basedstudies show clearly, for example, that politeness is not
simply a matter of arbitraryconventional norms constraining individuals
("Ask Kim nicely!") but of intricateand connected strategiesto foster social
connections and potential alliances and to subvertinstitutionalizedstatus advantages (see 12 for a general account).Brown (11) examines languageuse in
a Mayan communitywhere in-marryingwomen are structurallysubordinated
in many ways, including being subjectedto physical violence from husbands
and mothers-in-law.Although they do defer to men, they accord respect to
other women and foster positive affiliative ties both with other women and
with men. In general,they fine-tunetheirpoliteness strategiesto enhancetheir
individualpositions, even using the forms of respect ironically as weapons in
such rare (and socially problematic)activities as direct confrontationin the
courtroom(10). Lack of other resources having forced these women to develop such nuanced linguistic skills, they actively use them to lessen their
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social disadvantage and increase their social power (albeit only in limited
ways).
A numberof community studies detail other concrete ways women refuse
to accept passively certainproblematicfeaturesof their participationin community practices,often reevaluatingthose practices from alternativeperspectives. Radway (92), for example, found that a numberof women who were
avid readers of "bodice-ripping"romances exercised considerableselectivity
in theirreadingandwere not, as some critics argued,simply feeding a perverse
masochism producedby a misogynistic culture.They actively sought visions
of capablewomen and (at least eventually)admiringand respectingmen; they
saw their own reading activities as having educationalvalue and as asserting
their own self-worth and entitlementto pleasure. They recognized, however,
that othersdid not sharetheir assessment.Furthermore,as Radwaypoints out,
reading romances may have preventedtheir issuing more fundamentalchallenges to the unsatisfactorystate of gender relations in their communities of
practice,includingin theirmarriages.
Studies that emphasize access as a determiningfactor in the "acquisition"
of language varieties have an underlying functionalist flavor. Specific language varieties are associated with specific situations;speakersare then cast
both as passive users of whateverlanguagevarietiesthey happento come into
contact with and as passive participantsin whateversituationsthey happento
find themselves in. But language choice can be an important strategy for
gaining control over one's exposure to people, situations, and opportunities.
Gal's study (33) of language shift in a Hungarian-speakingagriculturalcommunity in Austria shows young women emerging as leaders in social change
and language shift as part of a move to gain greatercontrol over their own
lives-and young men holdingback in orderto maintaincontrolover theirs.In
this male-dominatedpeasantcommunity,women see theirinterestsas conflicting with those of local men. By rejectingHungarianfor German,they reject
the roles and identity of a peasant wife in a male-dominatedagricultural
community, in favor of greater access to jobs and marriagepartnersin the
emerging local industrialeconomy. Their local male peers' retentionof Hungarian,on the otherhand, is consonantwith the greaterattractivenessfor men
of the traditionalagriculturallife.
Harding's(46) descriptionof women's verbalbehaviorin a Spanishvillage
might seem to support either Tannen's generalized claim that women seek
connection or less flatteringviews of women as "gossips."But Harding'srich
ethnographicobservations show that this behavior plays a different role in
overall practice.Thoughformalauthorityand political power in the village are
vested in men, the men depend on their wives for information (obtained
through talk with other women); this informationis offered to husbands in
forms designed to influence their evaluation of affairs and their subsequent
decisions. Thus the women gain considerableinfluence over many important
matters in the community, though that influence is exercised only with the
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cooperationof men and only within the general parametersof existing practices and relations.
Misogyny in evaluating women's speech (e.g. trivializing it as "gossip")
has certainlybeen prevalent,and sexist patternsof languageuse are now well
documented.Baron (3) provides a useful historicalperspective, and Frank&
Treichler(31) offer a superb summaryof the field accompaniedby excellent
annotatedbibliographies.Much of this work has focused on AmericanEnglish
[and on heterosexualwhite middle-class speakersthereof;but see (47, 119)];
but the projectof documentingmale dominancein speech evaluation,and that
of documentingmisogyny and heterosexismin widespreadusage patternsand
rhetorical practices, have recently become international(50, 52, 86, 112).
Scholarshave also begun to study linguistic androcentrismin such enterprises
as science and philosophy (30, 82).
Women do not always accept views excluding them from active participation in shapingthe community'sendeavorsand practices.Visible and effective
resistance has characterizedthe (mainly white and middle-class) feminist
movement, ranging from new publicationslike Ms., to consciousness-raising
groups, to assertivenesstraining,to nonsexist languageguidelines (see 31; for
Canada'sbilingual situation,see 57). Just as strikingthoughless visible in the
mainstreamare the many refusals to accept wholeheartedlywomen's relegation to inferiorstatus.Martin's(71) compelling ethnographicstudy of ways of
talking about women's reproductiveexperiences shows that althoughauthoritative (mainly male) voices in the community(e.g. the medical establishment)
do sometimes enforce views of women, as under these authorities' control
("managingchildbirth"),women can see themselves as active agents. Class
privilege may make resistanceto predominantviews of genderless likely. For
example, middle-class women tend to accept the medical model of menstruation, childbirth, and menopause far more readily than do working-class
women. Why? Perhapsbecause the middle-class women far more often depend directly for their personal and economic well-being on men much like
those in the medical establishment:Doctors' wives or daughtersor sistershave
a general interest in doctors' continued authority, and some middle-class
women (indeed increasinglymany these days) aspire to be accepted as members of thatmedical establishmentthemselves.
Some feminists have spoken of men's "control"of language: Men set
normsthatlimit and devalue "women's language"and they appropriatemeaning-makingfor themselves. Male-controlledmeaningleads not only to what is
called sexist languagebut also to exclusion of women's contributionsfrom the
wide range of culturalvalues and from what counts as knowledge. Language
has been describedas "manmade"(99) and, more recently, as shaped in and
serving the interestsof a "patriarchaluniverseof discourse"(87). The claim is
that men (sometimes "modified":e.g. elite white heterosexualmen) derogate
women and their language and impose on women definitions of reality that
serve men's interests at the expense of women's, suppressing or at least
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ignoringwomen's meanings.There are subtle as well as simplistic versions of
the view thatmen have shapedlanguageas an instrumentfor theirown sexual,
social, political, and intellectualends. Even the subtlest versions fail to show
how norms and conventions might confer or sustain privilege without overt
coercion or conscious direction. Nor have their proponentsinvestigated the
complex ways linguistic power relates to genderedindividuals, including resistantpracticeslike those mentionedabove.
Ultimately the view that males have made language an instrumentof their
own purposes also misses the real potency of languageby assuming its meanings float in the ether, unattachedto social and linguistic practices. McConnell-Ginet (75, 77) explains semantic change as possible precisely because
linguistic forms do not come permanentlyglued to meaningsbut are endowed
with meanings in the course of social practice. The history of linguistic and
social practice constrainsbut does not determinewhat a speaker can mean.
Male domination in conversation, then-be it subtle or overt-can impose
male-orientedmeanings on linguistic forms and reinforcethem; but meanings
are never uniform, nor can they be completely controlled. There is always
room for resistance, challenge, and alternatives.Male-centeredperspectives
can seem to infect "the language" itself, but protection afforded them by
existing linguistic conventions of meaning is never complete: Such conventions (and thus "the language") must be continuously sustained in ongoing
interactions.Thus we cannot separate so-called "semantic"issues from the
kinds of interactivedynamics we have discussed above; on the contrary,it is
throughthese dynamics (includingthe ways individualinteractionsconnect to
wider communitypractices and institutions)that "the language"and conventions for using it are constituted.
The fact that in most societies familiarto us there are more stereotypesof
female language than of male indicates the pervasiveness of the view that
women and their relationto language are deviant or "other."Ironically,however, the cumulative effect of a new research focus on women has been to
perpetuatethis view of men as "normal"and women as needing to be studied.
For example, many still refer to the study of languageand genderas the study
of "women's language." Just as racial privilege maintains the illusion that
racial difference resides in people of color, and as heterosexual privilege
sustains the illusion that differences in sexuality reside in lesbians and gay
males, male privilege sustainsthe myth thatmale talk and male meaning-making are not gendered.Such privilege affects the interpretationof speech differences; it also affects how people use languageto representand directtheirown
and others' thought and action. "Women's words"have too often been interpretedby analystsfrom male-centeredperspectivesthat ignore multiplepossibilities of meaning: To mount any real challenge to women's linguistic
disadvantage,we must shift scholarly attentionto "men's words"and to language more generally. Black & Coward suggest (7) that men's linguistic
advantageover women, in our own and other Western cultures, may derive
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primarily from the fact that in many communities of practice there exist
familiar ways of talking and thinking-roughly what they and other theorists
call "discourses"-that constitutemen as ungenderedautonomousbeings and
women as genderedand dependenton men. Such discoursesinvolve morethan
use of such so-called masculinegenericforms as "he"or "man,"extendingto a
more general presumptionthat maleness is a norm while femaleness is a
special condition-a presumptionthat supportsa wide range of linguistic and
other social practices. One need not believe the presumptionto fall into its
trap.Even someone attackingthe privilege of "white,male heterosexuals"can
slip and imply that "most Americans"are in that category, and feminists can
eloquentlydefend the rights of "womenand other (!) minorities."The "majority" here is quite clearly not a literal one, yet we have almost certainly ourselves lapsed into such profoundlyproblematicmisstatements(thoughnot, we
hope, in this review).

CommunityPractices and LinguisticPower
As we have seen, sexual asymmetriesin culturallysanctionedpower can be
both deeper and more subtly connected to language than is suggested by
accounts of enforced female deferenceor male tyrannyin local speech activities. Language is a key symbolic and communicative resource, central to
developing the ways of thinking and doing that give communitiesof practice
their character.As the preceding sections show, dominancerelations among
individualsor groups cannot be assessed simply by surveying who says what
to whom. Relations of equality or dominance are partly produced in and
through what is said (and through histories of similar utterancesand their
interpretations),as are the speakerand the auditor.The utterance"How about
some more coffee, hon?" must be understoodin light of two quite different
practiceswhen spoken,on the one hand,by a wife holding her empty cup up to
her husband and, on the other, by a young male airline passenger to the
middle-aged woman pushing the refreshmentcart. A marriagecreates a persistent community of practice typically involving a rich arrayof couple-specific practices.The airplaneis a very short-livedcommunityinvolving limited
and routine practices common to many similar communities. In both cases
power relations derive in part from such conversationalexchanges and their
place in communitypractice.
Dominance is sustainedby privileging in communitypractice a particular
perspectiveon language,obscuringits statusas one among manyperspectives,
and naturalizingit as neutralor "unmarked."The privileged can assume their
own positions to be normstowardwhich everyone else orients;they canjudge
otherpositions while supposingtheirown to be invulnerableto less privileged
assessment.This privilegedrelationto a symbolic system, which we shall call
symbolic privilege, carries with it interpretiveand evaluative authoritythat
requiresno explanationor justification.
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Symbolic privilege is not, of course, absolute;it is a matterof degree. Nor
is a person's rankin symbolic privilege fixed. A woman might have considerable symbolic privilege in her neighborhoodbut rank low in her office; she
might exercise considerableauthorityin talk about nutritionbut not in discussion of finance. Symbolic privilege in some communities of practice may
extend far beyond local settings, perhaps through institutions and practices
associated with them. Treichler (111) recounts the lovely story of a woman
collecting citations for the OxfordEnglish Dictionary who used in, and then
collected from, her own published writings words and meanings she wanted
"authorized"by dictionaryinclusion. Symbolic privilege is seldom so obvious
or so self-consciously wielded.
Symbolic resourcesdo, of course, mediate access to materialresources,but
they are ultimatelymore difficult to monopolize and control.The functionand
meaning of linguistic forms must be createdby situateduse if language is to
serve the changing needs of communities. A language that cannot grow or
change is a defective social and cognitive instrument.Growthand change may
threatenestablishedlinguistic privilege.

EPILOG
Despite the studies of languageand genderdiscussed above we do not yet have
a coherent view of the interactionof gender and language. Existing theories
have tended to draw on popular conceptions of gender-e.g. as a set of
sex-determinedattributesof individuals(a kind of "femininity"or "masculinity," often associated with a particulardivision of social activities such as
childcareor making war), or as a relationof oppressionof females by males.
As we have emphasized, gender cannot be understoodsimply as a matterof
individual attributes:Femininity connects to masculinity, femininities and
masculinities connect to one another,and all connect to other dimensions of
social categorization.Nor is gender reducibleto a relationbetween "women"
and "men"as undifferentiatedgroups. Rather,gender is constructedin a complex arrayof social practiceswithin communities,practicesthatin many cases
connect to personal attributesand to power relationsbut that do so in varied,
subtle, and changingways.
Although a numberof scholars have attemptedto understandlanguage as
rooted in social practice,relativelylittle progresshas been made in explaining
how social practices relate to linguistic structuresand systems. With only a
few exceptions (e.g. 7, 32), linguists have ignoredrecent work in social theory
that might eventually deepen our understandingof the social dimensions of
cognition (and of the cognitive dimensionsof social practice).Even less attention has been paid to the social (including the linguistic) construction of
gendercategories:The notions of "women"and "men"are typically taken for
grantedin sociolinguistics.Nor has much attentionbeen given to the varietyof
ways gender relations and privilege are constructed.Dominance is often seen
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as either a matterof deference and/or coercion; other aspects of gender relations-e.g. sexual attraction-are typically ignored. Theoreticalwork in gender studies (e.g. 6, 22, 96, 107) is still not well known among theorists of
society and culture (but see 37 as an interestingcontribution),and sociolinguistic studies have only rarely taken advantage of recent developments in
understandinggender (but see e.g. 39).
Sociolinguists working on questions of language and gender need to build
bridges to other communities of scholarly practice whose endeavors focus
more centrally on gender. Many linguists talk about gender only because sex
has seemed to emerge as a significant variable in their study of phenomena
like variation,intonation, or the use of indirectionin discourse. They try to
elucidateparticularaspectsof languageuse or linguistic structure;they seldom
hold themselves accountable to gender theory, or even to linguistic theory
beyond theirown areaof specialization.Otherswho talk aboutlanguagedo so
from an interestnot in language itself but in gender (not always an analytical
or intellectual interest); such scholars may miss insights into the detailed
workings of language that linguistics can provide. No communityof intellectual practice yet centers on the interactions of gender and language. It is
thereforeimpossible at this point to share approachesto the importantquestions or evaluationsof interimanswers.
Investigators have not neglected to look at others' observations before
proposing accounts of gender and language interactions.Citationsabound in
supportof claims that women's language reflects conservatism,prestige consciousness, upwardmobility, insecurity,deference,nurturance,emotivity, connectedness, sensitivity to others, and solidarity; and that men's language
reflects toughness, lack of affect, competitiveness,and independence.But the
observationson which such claims are based have all been made at different
times and in differentcircumstanceswith differentpopulations.One seldom
finds good evidence from social practicefor the gendercharacterizationsmade
(evidence of the kind provided by Brown for her claim (11) that the Mayan
women in the Mexican village of Tenejapaare politer than their male peers),
and it is rarerstill to find evidence from social practiceof the comparabilityof
observationsmade in distinctlocal communities.
It seems clear that the contentof gendercategoriesand their connectionsto
linguistic behaviorcan only be determinedby ethnographicstudy. Such study
will likely demonstratethat gender categories intertwine with other social
classifications (e.g. class, age, race) within communitiesof practice;the categories' content and their connections with linguistic behaviorwill likely work
differentlyin distinctcommunitiesof practice.But, as we have noted, thereare
also deeper difficulties than those posed by prematuregeneralizationacross
communities about gender-languagecorrelations.First, such generalizations
tend to forestall close examinationof how featureslike vernacularuse (variously interpretedas discussed above, pp. 469, 479) might enter into the social
practicesof the community.Which activities and situationspromoteuse of the
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vernacularby those who "tend"to avoid it and for those who "tend"to favor
it?
Second, to ask how "women"(or "men")behave "as a group"is to focus on
genderconformityandignore intragenderdifferences(especially challengesto
gender hegemony). Suppose in a particularcommunity a given woman uses
more (or a given man less) vernacularthanotherfemale and male community
members, respectively. Are there patternsof exception to community-wide
generalizationsthatcan be explainedby a deeperunderstandingof the community's social practices?Can looking at these patternedexceptions yield insight
into mechanismsof social and linguistic change?
Third,focus on gender content diverts attentionfrom what may ultimately
prove the far more interestingquestion:How does social practice"use"gender
differences (seen as central to gender "content")in constructinggender relations and other social relations(and vice versa). Whatrole does languageplay
in this reciprocalconstructionof gender differenceand gender relations?The
diversity of gender differences and relations across and within communities
should help us better understandthe possible parametersof interactionbetween language and gender (and, more generally, among language, thought,
and society).
Every informedand detailed study of a single language contributesto our
understandingof linguistic universals,and every informed and detailed study
of a social group contributesto our understandingof social and culturaluniversals. Both linguists (e.g. 18) and anthropologists(e.g. 34) have argued,
however, that such universalsare more formalthan substantive.Linguistsand
anthropologistsgenerally agree that comparativestudies are essential to getting a grip on the ranges of humanlanguage,thought,and social life. We have
nothing so grandiosein mind as a detailedtheoryof the generalprinciplesand
parametersof gender and language interactions.We certainly are not recommending linguistic theory as a model for thinking about those interactions.
What we do want to stress,however, is the greatvariabilityboth in the factors
that constitute gender-the characterof gender differences and beliefs about
them-and in relationsbetween genders.The latterincludenot only sex-linked
power asymmetriesbut also other aspects of social ties and social relations
[including connections to other social hierarchiesand to what Connell (22)
dubs the "cathexis"complex of desire, liking, and aversion]. We still have
little idea of what generalprinciplesmay be at play in the joint constructionof
genderdifferencesand genderrelations.
Significant further advances in the study of language and gender must
involve unprecedentedintegration.Such integrationcan come only through
the intensive collaborationof people working in a variety of fields and a
variety of communities. Language and gender studies, in fact, require an
interdisciplinarycommunityof scholarlypractice.Isolatedindividualswho try
to straddletwo fields can often offer insights, but progressdependson getting
people from a varietyof fields to collaborateclosely in buildinga common and
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broad-basedunderstanding.Collaborationis needed amongpeople in different
fields and among people doing similar work in more than one community.A
collaborative effort among ethnographersin many different communities
might arriveat a view of gender dynamics across communitiesrich enough to
begin to permitgeneralizationsaboutthe relationto languageof those dynamics. These would not simply be studies of women or of men. These studies
would explore how "women"and "men"are constructedas social categories.
They would also explorehow these constructionslink to relationsamongthose
constructedas "women" and among those constructedas "men" (including
those constructedas atypicalor deviantmembersof theircategories)as well as
to relations between those assigned to different categories. These studies
would be studies not of languagein isolation from other social practicesbut of
the linguistic dimensions of social practice [and, more generally,the complex
social and cognitive characterof so-called "(socio)linguisticcompetence"].By
approachingboth gender and languageas constructedin communitiesof practice, we may be able to strengthenclaims about the social and cognitive
importance of their interaction.We may likewise succeed in enriching our
view of social conflict and change, thus deepening our understandingof the
profoundly historical characterof gender, of language, and of their connections.
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